
 

Technical Committee on Fundamentals 
 

M E M O R A N D U M 
 
 
 

DATE: September 23, 2010 
 
TO: Principal and Alternate Members of the Technical Committee on 

Fundamentals 
 
FROM: Jonathan Levin, Associate Fire Protection Engineer 
 Richard Bielen, Division Manager of Fire Protection Systems 

Engineering 
 
 
SUBJECT: AGENDA PACKAGE – NFPA 99 HEA-FUN A2011 ROC Meeting 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Enclosed is the agenda package for the Report on Comments (ROC) meeting for the 

Fundamentals Committee of NFPA 99, Healthcare Facilities Code. It is imperative that 

you review the comments in advance, and if you have alternate suggestions, please come 

prepared with the proposed changes and respective substantiations. In addition, if there are 

any specific discussion items that are not included on the agenda or in the public 

comments, please submit a copy to NFPA staff for distribution to the committee at least 

five days prior to the meeting. Also provide NFPA staff with the names of any guests that 

you know will plan to attend and whether or not they are requesting time to speak. 

 

Please feel free to contact Carol Sances for administrative questions at (617) 984-7951 or 

CSances@nfpa.org. For technical questions, please contact Richard Bielen at (617) 984-

7279 or Jonathan Levin at (617) 984-7245. You can also reach Richard via e-mail at 

RBielen@nfpa.org and Jonathan at JLevin@nfpa.org. We look forward to working with 

everyone via Windows Live. 
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Technical Committee on Fundamentals 
 

ROC Meeting 
October 11, 2010 

9:00 am – 5:00 pm  
Windows Live 

 
AGENDA 

 
Monday, October 11, 2010 

  
1. Call to Order – 9:00 AM EDT 
2. Introductions and Attendance 
3. Committee Member Status and Update of Membership Roster  
4. Review Proposed Agenda 
5. NFPA Staff Liaison Presentation 
6. Chairman Comments  
7. Approval of A2011 ROP Meeting Minutes 
8. Act on Public Comments 
9. Generate Committee Comments  
10. Adjourn Meeting – 5:00 PM EDT  
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Distribution by %

Company

Michael S. Jensen US Department of Health & Human
Services

HHS-IHS E Principal

Robert F. Willey, III North Carolina Dept. of Health &
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E Principal

2Voting Number Percent 13%

August F. DiManno, Jr. Program Risk Management, Inc. I Principal
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TC on Fundamentals 
ROP Meeting  

Embassy Suites Phoenix, AZ 
2630 E. Camelback Road 

Phoenix, AZ 
January 25-26, 2010 

 
 
Attendees: 
 
 
Beth Alexander 
Richard Bielen 
Mike Crowley 
Douglas Erickson 
Michael Jensen 
David Klein 
Barry Lefler 
Jon Levin 
Stephen Lipster 
Jack McNamara
Thomas McNamara 
James Peterkin 
Thomas Schipper 
Jerald Stewart 
Frank Van Overmeiren 
 
 

1. Mike Crowley called the meeting to order.  He stated we have public proposals to 
review for this meeting. 
 

2. Richard Bielen gave the staff report. He reviewed the dates of the cycle and the 
actions the committee can take at the ROP meeting. 
 

3. The minutes of the previous ROC meeting were approved. 
 
4. The committee then acted on the public and committee Proposals.  See the ROP 

for the official action on the comments. 
 

5. There was no old business. 
 

6. There was no new business. 
 

7. Next meeting. TBD in the September/October timeframe 
 

8. Meeting adjourned at 3:15 pm. 
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NFPA 99 Revision Cycle 

Annual 2011 
 

Comment Closing Date    September 3, 2010 

Final Date for ROC Meeting    November 5, 2010 

Ballots Mailed to TC     November 19, 2010 

ROC Published     February 2, 2011 

 Intent to Make a Motion Closing (NITMAM) April 8, 2011  

 Issuance of Consent Document (No NITMAMs) May 31, 2011 

 NFPA Annual Meeting Boston, MA   June 2011 

 Issuance of Document with NITMAM  August 11, 2011 
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Note from the Staff Liaison   

Dear Technical Committee Members:  

We are very pleased that you will be participating in the processing of the 2012 Edition 
of NFPA 99. Development of the Code would not be possible without the participation of 
volunteers like you.   
 

Materials You Will Need to Have for the Meeting 

 2005 Edition of NFPA 99 
 Agenda package 
 A2011 ROP  
 Committee Officers' Guide (Chairs) 
 Roberts’ Rules of Order (Chairs – abbreviated version may be found in the Committee 

Officer’s Guide) 
 

"Nice to Have" Materials 

 NFPA Annual Directory 
 NFPA Manual of Style 
 Prepared Committee Comments (If applicable) 
 

Preparation 

Prepared actions and statements will clarify your position and provide the committee with 
a starting point. Prepared actions and statements really help expedite the progress of the 
meeting. 
 

Getting Things Done 

Comments 

Only one posting of comments will be made; it will be arranged in section/order and will 
be pre-numbered. This will be posted to the NFPA e-committee website. If you have 
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trouble accessing the website please contact Carol Sances at CSances@nfpa.org. Please 
bring the comments to the committee meeting. 
 
The processing schedule to be followed by the committee is outlined in the schedule in 
this package. As the schedule is very tight, no extensions of the deadline for receipt of 
completed ballots or extensions of the period to change vote will be possible. 
 
It is therefore suggested that those of you who must consult with others regarding your 
ballot do so based on the material passed out at the meeting, and your meeting notes.  Do 
not wait for receipt of the ballot materials from NFPA. 
 

Regulations and Operating Procedures 

All actions at and following the committee meetings will be governed in accordance with 
the NFPA Regulations Governing Committee Projects.  The latest Regulations (as of this 
printing) appear on pages 10-28 of the 2010 NFPA Directory. 
 
All committee actions will be in accordance with the NFPA Regulations Governing 
Committee Projects. The style of NFPA 99 will comply with the Manual of Style for 
NFPA Technical Committee Documents. Failure to comply with these rules could result 
in challenges to the standards-making process. A successful challenge on procedural 
grounds could prevent or delay publication of NFPA 99. Consequently, committee's must 
follow the regulations and procedures. 
 

Processing Comments 

All comments must be acted upon. If a comment does not comply with Section 4.4.3 of 
the NFPA Regulations Governing Committee Projects (an incomplete comment), the 
committee may reject the comment.  However, any of the standard actions may be taken.  
Please make sure that the committee's action and the committee's statement result in a 
complete action that can be readily understood.   
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Committee Actions 

The following are the actions permitted by the Regulations Governing Committee 
Projects for disposition of comments.  Please note that comments can be held for further 
study. 

Accept  

The committee accepts the comment exactly as written. Only editorial changes such as 
paragraph and section numbering, and corrections to spelling, capitalization, and 
hyphenation may be made. 
 
If a comment is accepted without a change of any kind, except for editorial changes, the 
committee can simply indicate acceptance. The committee should add a committee 
statement explaining the action if, for example the committee does not agree with all of 
the substantiation or supporting data or has a number of different reasons for acceptance 
than those stated in the substantiation or supporting data. The absence of such a statement 
could mislead the reader by giving the impression that the committee agreed with all of 
the substantiation for the comment.   
 

Reject  

The comment is rejected by the committee. If the principle or intent of the comment is 
acceptable in whole or in part, the comment should not be rejected, it should be accepted 
in principle or accepted in principle in part. A complete reason for rejection of the 
comment must be supplied in the committee statement. 
 

Accept in Principle  

Accept the comment with a change in wording. The committee action must indicate 
specifically what action was taken to revise the proposed wording, and where the 
wording being revised is located (i.e., in the proposed wording or in the document). If the 
details are in the action on another comment, the committee action may simply indicate 
"Accept in Principle" but reference should then be made in the committee statement to 
the specific comment detailing the action. 
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Accept in Part  

If part of a comment is accepted without change and the remainder is rejected, the 
comment should be "Accepted in Part." The committee action must indicate what part 
was accepted and what part was rejected and the committee statement must indicate its 
reasons for rejecting that portion. 
 

Accept in Principle in Part  

This is a combination of "Accept in Principle" and "Accept in Part" as shown above. 
 

Hold  

Comments can be held and processed as a proposal during the next revision cycle 
provided that one of the following conditions is met: 
 

(a) The comment introduces a concept that has not had public review by being 
included in a related proposal as published in the Report on Proposals. 

(b) The comment would change the text proposed by the TC to the point that the TC 
would have to restudy the text of the Report on Proposals or other affected parts 
of the Document. 

(c) The comment would propose something that could not be properly handled within 
the time frame for processing the report. 

 

Committee Statements 

Any comment that is "Accepted in Principle", "Accepted in Part", "Accepted in Principle 
in Part" or "Rejected" must include a committee statement, preferably technical in nature 
that provides the reasons for the action.   
 
References to the requirements of other documents as a reason for rejection should be to 
the specific sections of the document including the requirements. If there is more than 
one such section, the reference should include a least one, identified as an example. 
 
It is a violation of the regulations for a committee to reject a comment simply because it 
accepted a different comment on the same subject. Reference in the committee statement 
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to another committee action is inappropriate unless the referenced comment contains all 
of the applicable technical justification for the action. 
 
If the rejection or change was for the same reason that another comment was rejected or 
changed, the committee statement may refer to that comment giving the same reason for 
rejection or change. Please verify that cross references to other comments are correct. 
 
The committee statement should not refer to another committee statement which, in turn, 
refers to some other committee statement. There may be a situation where the committee 
will want to refer to two, three, or more committee statements if they are all appropriate. 
 
When the committee develops a committee action for a comment that is accepted in 
principle, the rationale must indicate why the wording submitted was not accepted. This 
reason should be technical in nature, unless the committee has simply rewritten the 
submitter's text, in which case the committee can state that the proposed wording should 
meet the submitter's intent. 
 
The committee statement on a comment that is accepted in part should indicate 
specifically why that part of the comment was not accepted. 
 

Easy Procedures for Handling a Motion 
NFPA Committee Meetings are conducted in accordance with Roberts' Rules of Order.  
In order for a comment to be discussed, a motion must be made. A simplified procedure 
for discussion of motions is as follows: 
 

Member 

• Member Addresses the Chair 
• Receives Recognition from the Chair 
• Introduces the Motion 
• (Another Member) Seconds the Motion. 
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Chair (Presiding Officer) 

• States the Motion 
• Calls for Discussion 
• Takes the vote 
• Announces the Result of the Vote 
 
It is imperative that you review the comments before the meeting and develop proposed 
actions and statements. These prepared actions and statements will clarify your position 
and provide the committee with a starting point. Prepared actions and statements really 
help expedite the progress of the meeting. 
 

Balloting Dos and Don'ts 

Either fax or mail your ballot - Please do not do both. Don't return the entire package; just 
return the appropriate ballot page(s) and explanation of votes. 
 

Alternate Members 

At the end of each code cycle, the Standards Council reviews records of all members 
regarding their participation in the standards-making process. Therefore, it is important 
for alternate members to remember that return of ballots is expected, even though they 
know that their principal member will be attending meetings and returning their ballots. 
 

General Procedures for Meetings 

 

•  Use of tape recorders or other means capable of producing verbatim transcriptions 
of any NFPA Committee Meeting is not permitted. 

•  Attendance at all NFPA Committee Meetings is open. 
•   All guests must sign in and identify their affiliation. 
• Participation in NFPA Committee Meetings is generally limited to committee 

members and NFPA staff. Participation by guests is limited to individuals, who 
have previously requested of the chair time to address the committee on a 
particular item, or individuals who wish to speak regarding public proposals or 
comments that they submitted. 
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• The chairman reserves the right to limit the amount of time available for any 
presentation. 

• No interviews will be allowed in the meeting room at any time, including breaks. 
• All attendees are reminded that formal votes of committee members will be 

secured by letter ballot. Voting at this meeting is used to establish a sense of 
agreement, but only the results of the formal letter ballot will determine the 
official position of the committee on any comment. 

• Note to Special Experts:  Particular attention is called to Section 3.3(e) of the 
NFPA Guide for the Conduct of Participants in the NFPA Codes and Standards 
Development Process in the NFPA Directory that directs committee members to 
declare their interest representation if it is other than their official designation as 
shown on the committee roster, such as when a special expert is retained and 
represents another interest category on a particular subject. If such a situation 
exists on a specific issue or issues, the committee member shall declare those 
interests to the committee, and refrain from voting on any proposal, comment, or 
other matter relating to those issues. 

• Smoking is not permitted at NFPA Committee Meetings. 
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Report on Comments  –  June 2011 NFPA 99
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #183  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Max Hauth, Hauth Health Care Consultants, Inc.

99-10
Introduction.

Most of the comments or standards in NFPA are reflected or used in hospitals.  However these
standards are adopted by cms as standards for other health care facilities (nursing homes etc.).  It is noted that at time
the standard as written and enforced by survey is not applicable to the facility type.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #195  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Burton R. Klein, Burton Klein Associates

99-10
Reduce paragraph numbering to a maximum 5 digits (combination of numbers and letters)

throughout document.
1. It was my understanding in conversations with NFPA staff that the numbering of paragraphs was to

be reviewed during this revision cycle, and reduced to some maximum number of digits. The preprint shows up to 7
numbers/letters for the identification of a paragraph.

2. It is very difficult to remember where someone is within a document if more than 5 digits (numbers and/or letters) are
used.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #314  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mark Jelinske, Cator, Ruma, and Associates

99-9
Reject the Proposal.

The Pre-Print of this document indicates that substantial changes have been approved for inclusion in
this Standard.  Many of these extend the reach of the Standard beyond the stated scope NFPA 99

Many sweeping changes, including the addition of IT, Plumbing, and HVAC topics have
been made without Substantiation of how these fit into a fire/life safety Standard.  With these flaws, this Standard should
not be elevated to a Code.  Perhaps Guideline would be a more appropriate change.

1Printed on  9/21/2010
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Report on Comments  –  June 2011 NFPA 99
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #158  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John Williams, Washington State Dept. of Health

99-10
Revise text to read as follows:

1.1 Scope.
1.1.1 The scope of this code is to establish criteria to minimize the hazards of fire, explosion, and electricity in health

care facilities providing services to human beings
1.2 Purpose.
1.2.1 The purpose of this code is to provide minimum requirements for the performance, maintenance, testing, and

safe practices for facilities, material, equipment, and appliances, including other hazards associated with the primary
hazards.

The stated scope and purpose are unclear and do not agree with the individual chapters.  The TCC’s
revised language does not provide sufficient clarity.  Fundamentally the scope and purpose should clarify what the
minimum requirements in this book are intended to do.  Until that is clarified, how can the committees or interested
parties even consider whether a proposal is appropriate or not?

The purpose statement mentions “primary hazards” and “associated” hazards.  I cannot find where the document
clearly tells me what types of hazards the document is considering.  Chapter 4 describes how to rank the hazards based
on patient outcomes, but it still does not describe what types of hazards the code intends to address. For example,
which hazard(s) does chapter 9 attempt to address by requiring redundant equipment and fuel sources for HVAC
equipment:  infection control; hypothermia or heatstroke; ventilation and air quality; smoke and fire hazards; patient
discomfort; or all of these?  Without clearer direction, a user of the code could read meaning into this code that was
never intended to be within the scope.

There is often conflict in the terms used to describe the criteria in sections 1.1.2 through 1.1.13 and the individual
chapters.  For example, chapter 1 uses the term “performance, maintenance and testing” to describe the criteria for
plumbing and HVAC systems.  The individual chapters for plumbing and HVAC state that they apply only to new
construction.  Is the term “performance” intended to mean performance at the point of design, installation, or daily
operation?  Neither of these chapters describe any maintenance issues.

The application section states that the construction and equipment requirements are meant to apply to new
construction only. However the only criteria in sections 1.1.2 through 1.1.13 that mention anything about installation is
the medical gas section.
One of NFPA 99’s most useful tools is the ability to use alternate means and methods to achieve the intent of the code. 
It is impossible for designers and AHJs to evaluate the equivalency of alternate methods without understanding what the
purpose of the document is.  Until this document is clear about it’s scope and purpose – this document is not ready to be
used.

2Printed on  9/21/2010
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Report on Comments  –  June 2011 NFPA 99
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #5  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Health Care Facilities,

99-10
The TCC recommends the TC change the scope as follows:

"1.1.1 The scope of this code is to establish minimum criteria as follows in section 1.1.2 through 1.1.13."
Minimum was added to provide consistency between the chapters.
Remove the word "minimum" from 1.1.10. This was done for consistency.
The TCC also recommends the TC change 1.1.7 to read as follows:
"1.1.7 Heating, Cooling and Ventilating. Chapter 9 covers the performance, maintenance, and testing of heating,

cooling and ventilating in health care facilities."
The TCC is recommending chapters 8 and 9 focus only on the performance, maintenance and testing of covered

systems.
The TC recommends the TC change 1.3.2.3 to read as follows:
"1.3.2.3   Existing systems or equipment that are not in strict compliance with the provisions of this code shall be

permitted to be continued in use provided that the authority having jurisdiction has determined that such use does not
constitutes a distinct hazard to life."

This was an editorial change based on 1.3.2.
This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Health Care Facilities in accordance

with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #218  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Sharon S. Gilyeat, Koffel Associates, Inc.

99-10
Revise text to read as follows:

Chapter 9 covers the performance, maintenance, and testing of heating, cooling, ventilating, humidity control and
process systems in health care facilities.

The chapter deals with all HVAC issues.   Recommend change to clarify actual scope of chapter and
provide consistency with terminology used in NFPA 90A.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #219  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Sharon S. Gilyeat, Koffel Associates, Inc.

99-10
Revise text to read as follows:

Chapter 12 establishes minimum criteria for health care facility
emergency management in the development of a program for effective disaster preparedness, response, mitigation, and
recovery in health care facilities.

The title is not consistent with the other chapters.  All chapters relate to health care but do not carry
the name health care in front of the title.

3Printed on  9/21/2010
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Report on Comments  –  June 2011 NFPA 99
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #3  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Alan Lipschultz, Christiana Care Health Services / Rep. Association for the Advancement of Medical

Instrumentation (AAMI)
99-10

Revise  text to read:
This code shall apply to  all health care facilities where operators with medical training are continually available when

patients are present.
The intention of the committee was never to include the home or assisted living environment.  This

revision clarifies that intent.
The proposed revision is based on definition contained in newly released standard IEC 60601-1-11:2010 (

Requirements for medical electrical equipment and medical electrical systems used in the home healthcare
environment).  They define Home healthcare environment as "dwelling pace in which a patient lives or other places
where patients are present, excluding professional healthcare facility environments where operators with medical
training are continually available when patients are present (3.2)."

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #159  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John Williams, Washington State Dept. of Health

99-10
Revise text to read as follows:

This code shall apply to all health care facilities.
This document is intended for use by those persons involved in the design, construction, inspection, and

operation of health care facilities and in the design, manufacture, and testing of appliances and equipment used in
patient care rooms of health care facilities.

Construction and equipment requirements shall be applied only to new construction and new equipment, except
as modified in individual chapters.

Only the altered, renovated, or modernized portion of an existing system or individual component shall be
required to meet the installation and equipment requirements stated in this code.

If the alteration, renovation, or modernization adversely impacts the existing performance requirements of a
system or component, additional upgrading shall be required.

An existing system that is not in strict compliance with the provisions of this code shall be permitted to be
continued in use provided that the authority having jurisdiction has not determined that such use constitutes a distinct
hazard to life.

The application of this document is unclear. The first five items appear to be intent on limiting the
application to new or altered items.  However, the sixth item gives the AHJ the authority to apply any of the provisions of
this document to existing systems.  Since the nature of the hazards that are mitigated by this document is now unclear,
the AHJ would have cause to consider any of the requirements in this code as “distinct hazards to life”.  For example:
the failure of Category 1 systems by definition could cause death.  Does this mean all Category 1 systems should be
subject to retroactive application of the code? Some AHJs would interpret it that way.  Facilities should not be subject to
retroactive application of every new edition of the code unless it is proven that an existing practice is proven unsafe.
Please clarify how this document is intended to be used.  If it is not intended to be enforced retroactively, strike the
references to existing systems and inspection.

4Printed on  9/21/2010
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Report on Comments  –  June 2011 NFPA 99
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #114  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Chad E. Beebe, American Society for Healthcare Engineering

99-10
Revise text to read as follows:

(1) Critical care rooms (Category 1 room) (see Chapter 3)
(2) General care rooms (Category 2 room) (see Chapter 3)
(3) Basic care rooms (Category 3 or 4 room) (see Chapter 3)
(4) Support rooms (Category 4 room) (see Chapter 3).

There needs to be a room type for category 4 rooms otherwise there only needs to be 3 categories.
None of the first three categories describe support areas which, based on review of the proposed document should not
be lumped in with Basic care rooms. Adding support rooms to category 4 clarifies where other spaces fall within the new
category system.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #6  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Health Care Facilities,

99-15
The TC on FUN should check the references for updated references for example 2.3.1 is not the

latest version and does not have the correct title.
This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Health Care Facilities in accordance

with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #112  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Chad E. Beebe, American Society for Healthcare Engineering

N/A
Revise text to read as follows:

American Institute of Architects Academy of Architecture for Health, 1735 New York
Avenue, N.W., Washington, DC 20006.Facility Guidelines Institute,

(Chicago: American Society for Healthcare Engineering, 2010) 2006.
Replace “AIA” throughout the document with “FGI”

Editorial change – This document needs to be updated in the references.

5Printed on  9/21/2010
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Report on Comments  –  June 2011 NFPA 99
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #82  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Keith Ferrari, Praxair

99-15
Revise text to read as follows:

CGA C4
GCA CGA C-7,

2004.
CGA G-4, 1996. 2008
CGA G-4.1, 2004. 2009
CGA G-6.1, 2002, 2005
CGA G-6.5, 2001. 2007
CGA G-8.1, 1990, 2007
CGAM-1, 2003. 2007
CGA 02-DIR, Edition 4.
CGA P-2.5, 2000. 2007
CGA P-2.6, 1995. 2008
CGA P-2.7,

2000. 2008
CGAV-1,

2003. 2005
CGAV-5,

2000. 2008
CGAV-6, , 2000. 2008

99-15 (Log #CP533) was accepted.  In the preprint the CGA documents were not updated.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #70  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mark W. Allen, Beacon Medaes

99-313
Create a definition for the word “detectant” as follows:

Detectant: For purposes of this standard, a reagent, solution, electronic or mechanical device suitable for the detection
and visualization of escaping gas.

The term “Detectant”  is not defined in many dictionaries and it is not in common use.  The very few
citations are related to chemistry.  Here it is also intended to encompass mechanical and electronic devices.

6Printed on  9/21/2010
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Report on Comments  –  June 2011 NFPA 99
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #7a  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Health Care Facilities,

99-29
The scope of NFPA 99 does include all levels of anesthesia, therefore the definition must be all

inclusive and the TC should review and change their action at the ROC stage.  All the TC's should review their
categories of patient care where anesthetics are used.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Health Care Facilities in accordance
with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #257  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David A. Dagenais, Wentworth-Douglass Hospital

99-45
Revise text to read as follows:

(Non-residential) Buildings, portions of buildings, or mobile enclosures, in which medical, dental, psychiatric, nursing,
obstetrical, or surgical care is provided. (ADM)

As the current text reads, it would imply that if nursing care is provided in an individual’s home (home
care), it would be considered a healthcare facility.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #12  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Health Care Facilities,

99-77
The TCC recommends the TC change 4.1 to read:

4.1*  Categories of Risk.
Not all chapters address systems.  For example emergency management and security are not systems.
The TCC also directs the TC to develop a comment to address the definition of Categories of Risk in the definitions.

The definition should refer them to chapter 4.
This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Health Care Facilities in accordance

with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

7Printed on  9/21/2010
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Report on Comments  –  June 2011 NFPA 99
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #71  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mark W. Allen, Beacon Medaes

99-77
Revise text to read as follows:

4.2 Category 1.
Facility systems in which failure of such equipment or system, in the absence of urgent intervention by caregivers or

others, is likely to cause major injury or death of patients or caregivers shall be designed to meet system Category 1
requirements as defined in this code.

4.3 Category 2.
Facility systems in which failure of such equipment, in the absence of urgent intervention by caregivers or others, is

likely to cause non-life threatening and nonpermanent minor injury to patients or caregivers shall be designed to meet
system Category 2 requirements as defined in this code.

4.4 Category 3.
Facility systems in which failure of such equipment would not require urgent intervention by caregivers or others and is

not likely to cause injury to the patients or caregivers, but can cause patient discomfort shall be designed to meet
system Category 3 requirements as defined in this code.

4.5 Category 4.
Facility systems in which failure of such equipment would have no impact on patient care shall be designed to meet

system Category 4 requirements as defined in this code.
4.6  Categories shall be determined by following and documenting a defined risk assessment procedure.
A.4.6  Risk assessment should follow procedures such as those outlined in ISO 31010, NFPA 551, SEMI S10-0307 or

other formal process.  The results of the assessment procedure should be documented and records retained.
Although the committee has done a remarkable job fitting a lot in very few words, the result (especially

taking only the mandatory text) is very open to the interpretation of the user.  In particular, I am concerned that a very
great deal hangs on the user’s definition of the word “likely”.  As an example: “Because I am a Doctor, I would never
simply permit my patient to die but would take any and all actions necessary to preserve them.  Therefore, no, they are
never “likely” to die under my care”  Although heroic, such a statement easily justifies dropping a Category, and this
does not appear to be the intent.

I am also concerned that there is too narrow a difference between “patient discomfort” and “minor injury”.  Which side
of the line a particular situation falls is too dependent on whether you are lying on the table or standing over it.

The amended language attempts to tighten up these two points.
The use of recognized risk assessment methods in the Annex is intended simply to give the user additional guidance in

making this very difficult assessment.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #190  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mark W. Allen, BeaconMedaes

99-77
Revise text to read as follows:

4.2 Category 1.
Facility systems in which failure of such equipment or system, in the absence of urgent intervention by caregivers or

others, is likely to cause major injury or death of patients or caregivers shall be designed to meet system Category 1
requirements as defined in this code.

4.3 Category 2.
Facility systems in which failure of such equipment, in the absence of urgent intervention by caregivers or others, is

likely to cause non-life threatening and nonpermanent minor injury to patients or caregivers shall be designed to meet
system Category 2 requirements as defined in this code.

4.4 Category 3.
Facility systems in which failure of such equipment would not require urgent intervention by caregivers or others and is

not likely to cause injury to the patients or caregivers, but can cause patient discomfort shall be designed to meet
system Category 3 requirements as defined in this code.

4.5 Category 4.
Facility systems in which failure of such equipment would have no impact on patient care shall be designed to meet

system Category 4 requirements as defined in this code.
4.6  Categories shall be determined by following and documenting a defined risk assessment procedure.
A.4.6  Risk assessment should follow procedures such as those outlined in ISO 31010, NFPA 551, SEMI S10-0307 or

other formal process. The results of the assessment procedure should be documented and records retained.
Although the committee has done a remarkable job fitting a lot in very few words, the result (especially

taking only the mandatory text) is very open to the interpretation of the user.  In particular, I am concerned that a very
great deal hangs on the user’s definition of the word “likely”.  As an example: “Because I am a Doctor, I would never
simply permit my patient to die but would take any and all actions necessary to preserve them.  Therefore, no, they are
never “likely” to die under my care”  Although heroic, such a statement easily justifies dropping a Category, and this
does not appear to be the intent.

I am also concerned that there is too narrow a difference between “patient discomfort” and “minor injury”.  Which side
of the line a particular situation falls is too dependent on whether you are lying on the table or standing over it.

The amended language attempts to tighten up these two points.
The use of recognized risk assessment methods in the Annex is intended simply to give the user additional guidance in

making this very difficult assessment.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #181  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Max Hauth, Hauth Health Care Consultants, Inc.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #180  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Max Hauth, Hauth Health Care Consultants, Inc.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #21  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Health Care Facilities,

99-471
The TCC recommends the TC change 15.1.2 as follows:

"15.1.2  An existing system that is not in strict compliance with the provisions of this code shall be permitted to be
continued in use provided that the authority having jurisdiction has  determined that such use does not constitute a
distinct hazard to life."

Editorial.
This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Health Care Facilities in accordance

with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #239  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Sharon S. Gilyeat, Koffel Associates, Inc.

99-471
Revise text to read as follows:

This chapter shall apply to all new and existing health care facilities, as specified in Section 1.3.
This will clarify new vs. existing application.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #101  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Eddie Phillips, Southern Regional Fire Code Development Committee

99-471
Revise text to read as follows:

Buildings and structures housing a health care facility shall meet the
minimum construction and compartmentation requirements of the applicable building code, NFPA 101,

or fire code acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction unless the applicable building code or fire code adopted
by the authority having jurisdiction establishes a more protective minimum level of protection.

The provision needs to establish the minimum level of protection the committee feels is appropriate,
provided, however, the provision needs to recognize that local, state, or federal codes or standards may establish a
higher minimum level of construction type and or compartmentation than NFPA 101. The proposal offered attempts to
more clearly address the situation.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #37  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Marcelo M. Hirschler, GBH International / Rep. American Fire Safety Council

99-471
Revise text to read as follows:

* Air-conditioning, heating,
ventilating ductwork, and related equipment shall be in accordance with NFPA 90A, Standard for the Installation of
Air-Conditioning and Ventilating Systems, or NFPA 90B, Standard for the Installation of Warm Air Heating and
Air-Conditioning Systems, as applicable, unless such installations are approved existing installations, which shall be
permitted to be continued in service [101:9.2.1] .
A.15.5.2.1 This section is different from section 9.2.1 of NFPA 101 because NFPA 90B, referenced in NFPA 101, is not
applicable to health care facilities.

I understand that the intent is to have this entire section extracted from NFPA 101.  However, the
reference to NFPA 90B is misleading.  NFPA 101 applies to all types of occupancies, including one- or two-family
dwellings, while NFPA 99 does not apply to residences. Therefore, it is inappropriate to extract this section unchanged
from NFPA 101.  No change is needed in NFPA 101 because one- or two-family dwellings are included in its scope and
NFPA 90B is correctly referenced in that instance.  I show below the application of NFPA 101, NFPA 90B and NFPA
90A.
In view of the fact that each individual section carries the section extract designation, NFPA 99 can be issued with a
section that is not extracted, with the appropriate clarification in the annex note.

Application of NFPA 101:
1.3 Application.
1.3.1* New and Existing Buildings and Structures. The Code shall apply to both new construction and existing buildings

and existing structures.
1.3.2 Vehicles and Vessels. The Code shall apply to vehicles, vessels, or other similar conveyances, as specified in

Section 11.6, in which case such vehicles and vessels shall be treated as buildings.
Application of NFPA 90B:
1.3 Application.
This standard shall apply to all systems for the movement of environmental air in structures that serve the following:
(1) One- or two-family dwellings
(2) Spaces not exceeding 708 m3 (25,000 ft3) in volume in any occupancy
(3) Buildings of combustible construction over three stories in height shall be in accordance with NFPA 90A.
Application of NFPA 90A:
1.3 Application.
This standard shall apply to all systems for the movement of environmental air in structures that serve the following:
(1)* Spaces of over 708 m3 (25,000 ft3) in volume
(2)* Buildings of Types III, IV, and V construction over three stories in height, regardless of volume
(3)* Buildings and spaces not covered by other applicable NFPA standards
(4)* Occupants or processes not covered by other applicable NFPA standards

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #22  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Health Care Facilities,

99-472
Add the asterisk to 15.7.4.3.1 and not 15.7.4.3.2.  Editorial.  Corrected an error.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Health Care Facilities in accordance
with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #290  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steven Jalowiec, Waterbury Hospital

99-472
Accept proposal, support Committee’s action

For new construction or replacement fire alarm systems, technology is readily available for the system
to notify health care staff of the smoke zone where fire is detected.  This is intended to replace the requirement for a
manual voice announcement identifying the zone where fire is detected (such as phone operator).   Why accept the
risks of human error when the system can do it for us without delay.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #240  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Sharon S. Gilyeat, Koffel Associates, Inc.

99-471
Revise text to read as follows:

Automatic sprinkler system shall be installed in accordance with NFPA 13,
.

Editorial.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #241  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Sharon S. Gilyeat, Koffel Associates, Inc.

99-471
Revise text to read as follows:

For new and existing facilities, where the response to a fire is to defend in place within a safe place
in the building and not to automatically evacuate the building, sprinkler system zones shall coincide with smoke
compartment boundaries or shall be in accordance with the facility fire plan.

The application to existing facilities, oversteps the boundaries.  Retroactively requiring the rezoning of
sprinklers is not justified by cost or the severity of the hazard.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #95  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David P. Klein, U.S. Dept. of Veterans Affairs

99-473
Add a new 15.8.1.3* by extracting text from NFPA 101 – 2012 18.3.5.10 and A.18.3.5.8.
Sprinklers shall not be required in clothes closets of patient sleeping rooms in hospitals where the

area of the closet does not exceed 6 ft2 (0.55 m2) provided the distance from the sprinkler in the patient sleeping room
to the back wall of the closet does not exceed the maximum distance permitted by NFPA 13.

A.15.8.1.3 Although this exception is currently not recognized by NFPA 13, a proposal has been submitted for
consideration by the NFPA 13 Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Installation Criteria. This exception is limited to
hospitals as nursing homes and many limited care facilities may have more combustibles within the closets. The limited
amount of clothing found in the small clothes closets in hospital patient rooms is typically far less than the amount of
combustibles in casework cabinets that do not require sprinkler protection such as nurse servers. In many hospitals,
especially new hospitals, it is difficult to make a distinction between clothes closets and cabinet work. This exception is
far more restrictive than similar exceptions for hotels and apartment buildings. NFPA 13 already permits the omission of
sprinklers in wardrobes (see 8.1.1(7) of NFPA 13). It is not the intent of this paragraph to affect the wardrobe provisions
of NFPA 13. It is the intent that the sprinkler protection in the room covers the closet as if there was no door on the
closet (see 8.5.3.2.3 of NFPA 13, 2010 Edition).

This extract is from a proposal to NFPA 101 that was developed by the NFPA 99 / NFPA 13
Intercommittee Task Group on Sprinkler Protection.  If it is not accepted by NFPA 101 it will not go in NFPA 99 based on
the NFPA extract policy. This proposed exception is based on the limited amount of combustibles (i.e., clothing) typically
found in hospital patient room closets. In many of today’s hospitals, it is difficult to differentiate between clothes closets
and cabinet work. Many closets are smaller in volume than nearby cabinet work or casework which is not required to be
protected by sprinklers. Nurse servers, which are as large in cubic footage and typically contain significantly more
combustibles, are not required to be protected by sprinklers (see 8.1.1(7) of NFPA 13). This new exception is limited to
hospitals as it is the opinion of the Task Group that nursing homes and many limited care facilities may have more
combustibles in the closet. The 6 ft2 maximum area is based on a very informal survey of hospitals which showed that
this number is a reasonable upper limit for hospitals. In NFPA 101, hotels are currently allowed 24 ft2 and apartment
buildings are allowed 12 ft2. The amount of clothing in a hospital closet is far less than in an apartment closet and
depending on the occupant of the hotel room probably less than most hotel rooms. The requirement in these other
occupancies that the least dimension not exceed 3 feet is not needed due the limited size being proposed. The limitation
on non-combustible or limited combustible in these other occupancies will not work as many new closets are
constructed like built-in cabinets and therefore have wood inside. NFPA 13 specifically exempts wood wardrobes which
could easily be 12 ft2 and full of clothes (see 8.1.1(7)), yet the closets often found in hospitals are essentially built
in-wardrobes, therefore since this comment presents a far safer arrangement, it should be permitted. It should be noted
that the overall water supply demand for the sprinkler system will not be impacted by this – see 22.4.4.6.2 of NFPA 13
-2007

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #242  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Sharon S. Gilyeat, Koffel Associates, Inc.

99-471
Delete the following text:

New fire suppression systems in data processing rooms shall be in accordance with NFPA 75,
.

There is no justification for imposing the suppression requirements of NFPA 75 on health care facility
data centers.  Is it the intent for every medical facility data center to meet these requirements?  The protection of the
building is dictated by the health care occupancy.  There is no justification for this additional requirement.  Based on 75
facilities would have to sprinkler their data centers if they were a sprinklered facility, even if they chose to provide
alternate suppression.  This should be an independent decision based on risk acceptable to the facility.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #291  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steven Jalowiec, Waterbury Hospital

99-473
Revise proposed text to read: “ In hospitals, sprinklers shall not be required within patient room

closets 6 square feet or less.
The NEHES membership voted a clear majority to reject the proposal to exempt sprinklers in up to 24

sq ft closets within patient rooms (in agreement with the Committee).   The issue is how could so large a closet be
exempt when every area of all other space has to be protected.   However, members commented that small closets
should be exempt, and some facilities have multiple small closets, some as small as 1 1/2 sq feet. The 6 sq ft is based
on our experience of the average size patient room closet.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #243  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Sharon S. Gilyeat, Koffel Associates, Inc.

99-471
Delete the following text:

New fire suppression systems in telecommunications rooms shall be in accordance with NFPA 76,
.

There is no justification for imposing the suppression requirements of NFPA 75 on health care facility
data centers.  Is it the intent for every medical facility data center to meet these requirements?  The protection of the
building is dictated by the health care occupancy.  There is no justification for this additional requirement.  Based on 75
facilities would have to sprinkler their data centers if they were a sprinklered facility, even if they chose to provide
alternate suppression.  This should be an independent decision based on risk acceptable to the facility.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #102  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Eddie Phillips, Southern Regional Fire Code Development Committee

99-471
Revise 15.9.1* to read as follows:

15.9.1* Portable fire extinguishers shall be selected, installed, inspected, and maintained in accordance with NFPA 10,
.

It appeared that the word “selected” may have been unintentionally left out of the provision. The
selection process is the most critical initial step in the use of NFPA 10. This is especially true for health care facilities,
which have fire risks that are often more varied and complex than any other occupancy.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #186  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank L. Van Overmeiren, FP&C Consultants, Inc.

99-475
Add new text to read as follows:

Rooms with compact mobile storage units greater than 50 ft2 (4.65 m2) shall be protected as a hazardous area
in accordance with the applicable building code. NFPA 101, Life Safety Code, or fire code.

Smoke detection shall be installed above compact mobile storage units greater than 50 ft2 (4.65 m2) in
accordance with NFPA 72.

Compact mobile storage units greater than 50 ft2 (465 m2) shall be protected by automatic sprinklers in
accordance with NFPA 13. Sprinkler density shall be determined after evaluation of the type of storage commodity,
height of compact mobile storage unit and the ceiling height.

The storage of paper administrative and medical records with limited plastic labels or folders is typically a
Class III commodity with less than 5% plastics. The storage of most office supplies, engineering parts, food products,
garments and other general supplies is typically a Class IV commodity with 5% - 25% plastics. The storage of X-rays,
medicines and plastic-based medical supplies is typically a Group A plastics commodity with greater than 25% plastics.
See Figure A.15.11.3.

Guidance was added to cover sprinkler requirements for the compact mobile storage other than paper
materials. The new compact mobile storage requirement found in Section 20.6 of NFPA 13 – 2010 are based in part
upon the Fire Protection Research Foundation report entitled Compact Mobile Shelving System Fire Test Project dated
June 2008. The current NFPA 13 requirements for compact storage are limited to the stroage of paper type products
with no more than 5% plastics. Although the storage of paper files is a common use in the health care industry, many
facilities also utilize compact mobile storage units to store X-rays, medicines, food, garments, and plastic-based medical
supplies.

The following additional fire research report findings and observations should also be noted:
(1) Fire suppression cannot be achieved due to the high level of fuel shielding in compact mobile storage units. Fire

control is the more feasible design option.
(2) The storage configurations yielded relatively quick (less than 2 minutes) smoke detector response.
(3) The typical density of paper file storage per shelf in a compact mobile storage unit is generally high which results in

a low air flow and slow fire growth. The typical density of plastic based medical supplies is expected to be medium which
would result in high air flows and fast fire growth.

NFPA 13 contains protection criteria for limited configurations of compact mobile storage units and materials stored.
Storage arrangements not specifically addressed in NFPA 13 are outside the scope of the standard (i.e. protection for
plastic commodities in compact mobile storage units does not simply follow high piled storage protection criteria for
shelves or racks). Where compact mobile storage configuration outside the scope of NFPA 13 are to be utilized, they
must be addressed on a case by case basis with consideration given to the fact that no known sprinkler protection
criteria is currently available. Additional protection features, such as rated construction, barriers within the storage,
separation from vulnerable areas, early detection, fire department response and methods for control or exhausting of the
smoke, should be considered.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #42  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael A. Crowley, Rolf Jensen & Assoc., Inc

99-77
Add new text to read as follows:

Major injury may include:
● Any amputation.
● Loss of the sight of an eye (whether temporary or permanent).
● Chemical or hot metal burn to the eye or any penetrating injury to the eye.
● Any injury which results in electric shock and electric burns leading to unconsciousness and requires resuscitation or

admittance to hospital for 24 hours or more.
● Any other injury leading to hypothermia, heat induced illness or unconsciousness requiring resuscitation or

admittance to hospital for 24 hours or more.
● Loss of consciousness caused by asphyxia or lack of oxygen or exposure to a biological agent or harmful

substance.
● Absorption of any substance by inhalation, skin or ingestion causing loss of consciousness or acute illness requiring

medical treatment.
● Acute illness requiring medical treatment where there is reason to believe the exposure was to biological agents, its

toxins or infected materials
Minor injury:  not serious or involving risk to life

This is a response to a discussion at the Healthcare Summit in Baltimore. There was a request to
clarify the difference between major and minor injury. We proposed the above Annex note to help the user decide if a
failure will cause a major injury.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #166  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Eugene A. Cable, Life Safety Engineering

99-472
Add new text to read as follows:

It is the intent of this paragraph to require fire alarm zones, including sprinkler system water flow zones, to coincide
with smoke compartment boundaries for inpatient health care occupancy compartments.  For all other compartments
where the fire plan might be evacuation for several compartments combined, the fire alarm system zoning could change
to match the facility fire plan.  In those cases the facility fire plan should address the differences between the fire alarm
zones and the building smoke compartments.

For the fire alarm system to have the capability to readily identify the smoke zone in need of staff
response (proposed Section 15.7.4.3.3), there would have to be the capability.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #103  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Eddie Phillips, Southern Regional Fire Code Development Committee

99-471
Revise A.15.9.1 to read as follows: The selection of portable fire extinguishers for health

care facilities is a vital step in preparing the facility to effectively deal with a fire in its incipient stage. There are special
extinguisher requirements such as non-ferrous fire extinguisher components of fire extinguishers in a MRI room or area,
and Class K extinguishers in kitchens. There is a need to consider extinguishing agents for various areas of a facility
that are non-toxic, non-corrosive, and / or non-conductive. Chapters 5 and 6 and their Annex A notes of NFPA 10 need
very careful review. Annex C “Fire Extinguisher Selection” and Annex D “Operation and Use” provide additional valuable
guidance.”

The separate proposal to add “selection” to 15.9.1*, prompted the need  to add additional guidance on
the importance of various provisions of NFPA 10 regarding the selection of portable fire extinguishers for health care
facilities.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
99-     Log #105  HEA-FUN

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James Bell, Intermountain Healthcare

99-531
Annex C inclusive.

Annex C was removed without HEA / HYP committee action.  Please reinsert Annex C or incorporate
the language in another annex.  There are references and data not easily available elsewhere.  There are numerous
reference to annex c in the preprint.
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